REPUBLIC OF KOREA

KOREAN MISSION IN JAPAN Tokyo, December 1, 1955

Excellency:

I. As I reported previously, the summarization of the record of the Korea-Japan Conference which is of about 50 pages, is now being prepared. If minutes of the Conference were to be included, it will easily exceed 100 pages.

The draft which will be completed shortly, contains behind-the-scene stories, political surroundings here, etc. as well as our basic stand and tactics employed in the Conference. For the sake of accuracy, I am preparing the draft very cautiously, checking all the relevant materials thoroughly.

II. The Chinese Ambassador here, Hollington Tong, was asked by Vice Foreign Minister Kadowaki last week to seek the cooperation of the Chinese Government in Japan's entry into the United Nations by refraining from using veto to the Outer Mongolian application for membership.

This morning Amb. Tong telephoned me to ask if any Outer Mongolian troops were used by the Communists during the recent war in Korea. In case such fact is determined, the Chinese Government contemplates to use it in countering US pressure in regard to the Outer Mongolian membership for UN.

I am sending a cable report in this regard separately and would be grateful, if a prompt reply is given me in this connection.

"With sentiments of loyalty and esteem, I remain,

Most respectfully,

[Signature]

His Excellency
President Syngman Rhee